
DES comes to Cyprus this Spring!

.

Two free presentations, one workshop and...

20% off on all titles at the

Spring '23 Cyprus International Publishers Exhibition

Saturday 11 March 2023 at the Semeli Hotel in Nicosia!
.
.

15.00 - 15.50, Clio Room

ON ECLECTICISM AND OTHER EXOTIC FRUITS

Leo Selivan

“I am eclectic” is a very popular claim among EFL teachers
these days. What is being eclectic? What does it involve?
As we go on a journey through the history of ELT
methodology, this presentation will address these
questions and allow teachers to reflect on their favourite
teaching methods and favourite fruits.

To REGISTER FOR FREE click here!
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16.00 - 16.50, Clio Room

21st CENTURY COMMUNICATIVE TEACHING: WHAT DOES IT
MEAN?

Adrian Tennant

In this interactive talk Adrian explores what communicative
teaching means in the 21st century. Based on Adrian’s 30+ years

working in ELT he includes a focus on areas like teaching
grammar, critical thinking and learning-centred teaching.

To REGISTER FOR FREE click here!
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17.00 - 20.00, Clio Room

Participation Fee 35 euros

Recording, Revising & Revisiting Lexis
.

Leo Selivan

While most teachers understand the importance of teaching
vocabulary in chunks, they often need more practical tools. The
purpose of this hands-on workshop is to provide fresh ideas on

how to revise and recycle lexical chunks your learners come
across. Get ready for a wide variety of activities suitable for

different levels, ages and learning styles. No time to plan your
lesson? There will be some “last minute” solutions which require

a bit of thinking on your feet. And do not forget to bring
your scissors – you might have to do some cutting!

To book your seat click here.

Certificate of Attendance will be provided.
.
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Teaching Collocations: Latest Trends

Article by Leo Selivan
.

Leo Selivan reflects on how his approach to teaching collocations, something he has been
advocating for many years, has undergone some changes in recent years, thanks to new

research evidence.
.

About 12-13 years ago – around the time I started developing teaching materials and writing
about ELT methodology – I would have started this article with discussing why it is important to

teach collocations. But today, in 2023 (30 years since Michael Lewis’s The Lexical Approach was
published), it seems rather redundant. Collocations – and other linguistic units that go beyond

single words – have become firmly established in the mainstream of ELT and teachers no longer
need convincing of their importance. Therefore, let’s dive straight into how they should be

selected, taught and reviewed. Here my beliefs and practices have undergone some changes
thanks to latest insights from interventional studies in applied linguistics and corpus research.
.

Learning new collocations
Collocations seem to lend themselves naturally to matching activities: break up collocations into... 

...to read the full article click here.
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Entrance to the Spring '23 Cyprus IPE is free to all foreign
language professionals and DES will offer 20% off on all titles at

the exhibition. To register click here.
.

https://www.ip-exhibitions.eu/?utm_source=DES&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Spr22IPE
https://www.ip-exhibitions.eu/presenter/leo-selivan/
https://www.ip-exhibitions.eu/events/spring-23-cyprus-ip-exhibition/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Spr23IPE&utm_id=DES
https://www.ip-exhibitions.eu/presenter/adrian-tennant/
https://www.ip-exhibitions.eu/events/spring-23-cyprus-ip-exhibition/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Spr23IPE&utm_id=DES
https://www.des.org.gr/organizer/leo-selivan/
https://www.des.org.gr/event/recording-revising-revisiting-lexis-2/
https://www.des.org.gr/teaching-collocations-latest-trends/
https://www.des.org.gr/teaching-collocations-latest-trends/
https://www.ip-exhibitions.eu/events/spring-23-cyprus-ip-exhibition/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Spr23IPE&utm_id=DES

